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Host: Dan & Gina Ruediger

Jury: Bart Henstra from the Netherlands; Lana Sneddon from Indiana.

A travel day to the west coast and a good night’s sleep had us fresh and ready to start

our day at the beautiful Sonnenberg Farm. Our Host Dan and Gina Reudiger along with their
Sonnenberg Farm team had everything well organized.
Today we started with the riding classes. The 5 year old UB40 daughter, Evanta III
MMW, owned by Dan & Gina Ruediger of Sonnenberg Farm & bred by Merijane McTalley of
McTalley Manor Warmbloods, passed her test with high rideability and workability (8.5).
With a lot of energy and steady connection in the bridle she remained focused. The trot is
rhythmical and the canter is somewhat forward but correct and has enough power and leg
technique to earn her 76 points in the IBOP and DG Bar Cup. Evanta III MMW was made keur
eligible last year and with the passing of the IBOP today is now keur.
In the studbook grading for Dressage mares Generosa S (Uphill x Farrington), owned &
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bred by Dan & Gina Ruediger of Sonnenberg Farm, earned her star predicate and keur
eligibility. A correct modern type that earned 75 point. In the trot she is powerful with good
leg technique, a clear canter that carried well with good use of the front leg, earning 80 points
for movement.
Today we had 9 foals in the dressage foal class and 8 received a 1st premium. The top
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spot going to the Ampere daughter Juliette D'Rosa S (A full sister to the top dressage foal in
2010 Fair Rosa), owned & bred by Dan & Gina Ruediger of Sonnenberg Farm. A well
developed and well-muscled filly that could have more feminine expression but has a correct
foundation. When she moved she showed suspension, power with a lot of bending in her
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joints, good use of the front leg but should be more consistent. The 2nd place today was
Juneau FF (Sir Sinclair x Rousseau), owned & bred by Ginger Mack of Flying Feathers Farm, a
modern type with balanced proportions and an expressive front. The trot had rhythm and
showed good use of the neck. The canter was correct with enough power but was forward.
The third place went to the well-muscled Javiero (Negro x Flemmingh), owned & bred by Darla
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D’Agay of Forward Farms, who showed a balance canter. In fourth place was Jimmy Page FF
(Ampere x Idocus), owned & bred by Ginger Mack of Flying Feathers Farm, a wellproportioned colt with good leg technique.

During lunch we visited with a lot of enthusiastic spectators and participants. Off to
El Sueno Equestrian Center for tomorrow’s keuring!
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Dressage foals 1st Premiums
Juliette D'Rosa (Ampere x Farrington)
Juneau FF (Sir Sinclair x Rousseau)
Javiero (Negro x Flemmingh)
Jimmy Page FF (Ampere x Idocus)

Good Cake

Jessanna RS (Sir Donnerhall x UB40)
Jefferson Sinclair (Sir Sinclair x Rousseau)

Reports from the Road generally
feature first premium or ‘standout’ horses.

Jeu D'Esprit (Johnson x Rubinstein)
Je T'Aime (Connaisseur x Jonhson)
Jumping foals 1st Premium
Jupette I (Capone I x Casantos)
Dressage STB/Star
Generosa S (Uphill x Farrington) Star & Keur Eligible
Dressage IBOP - Passed
76

Evanta III MMW (UB40 x Sandro Hit) Keur

DG Bar Cup 5/6 year olds
76

Evanta III MMW (UB40 x Sandro Hit) Keur

